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            Heroism and its Aftermath 
 
      This is a book whose images explore one of twentieth-century America's  
      most problematic and least discussed legacies--the militarization of our  
      landscape. In 1937, in the quiet days before the beginning of World War  
      II, military agencies had the use of about 3 million acres of American  
      soil; twenty years later, at the height of the Cold War, that figure had  
      grown to 30 million acres, putting the country in the grip of something  
      never seen before--military sprawl.1 
 
      In the more than thirty-five years since President Eisenhower pointed with  
      concern to the economic power of the country's post-World War II  
      military-industrial complex, very little attention has been paid to the  
      actual physical expansion of American military space. Landscape historians  
      are still accustomed to thinking of agriculture, industry, urbanization,  
      and transportation as the four principal human forces that alter the face  
      of the earth. Large-scale post-World War II road maps, which proudly  
      display national parks, national forests, and the new interstate highways,  
      tend to omit the equally new military reservations. Many recent armed  
      forces acquisitions, particularly in the Southwest, didn't displace  
      existing communities and thus didn't trigger the classic "land-use  
      conflicts" that torment areas where a new human purpose is elbowing aside  
      an established one. 
 
      These military installations, in remote areas, occupied land that had  
      always been publicly owned. The change, invisible to outsiders, was in the  
      nature of the land's public stewardship; after a long series of what were  
      officially called military "withdrawals," a great deal of territory passed  
      out of civilian control. More obvious to people all over the country was  
      the militarization of the atmosphere--more than half of America's  
      airspace, meaning the skies above 960 million acres of land, had by 1986  
      been reserved for military use. Many people now carry with them  
      unforgettable, frightening memories of moments when the quiet over  
      sanctuaries such as Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park or the Everglades  
      is exploded by sonic-booming, treetop-hugging fighter jet training flights  
      that swoop down to within 100 feet of the ground. 
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            Photography Steps In 
 
      Like the nineteenth-century poets and novelists who first helped people  
      focus on the consequences of massive urbanization and industrialization,  
      several twentieth-century photographers are among the first concerned  
      citizens calling attention to the impacts of military sprawl. In the early  
      1990s, two masterful American landscape photographers, Richard Misrach (in  
      his book Bravo 20: The Bombing of the American West) and Peter Goin (in  
      Nuclear Landscapes), made the military use of spectacular western desert  
      mountain ranges a public issue with their haunting images of gravely  
      wounded land that had been disfigured by thousands of conventional bombs  
      and strafing runs or would now be contaminated for centuries after decades  
      of nuclear explosions. 
 
      Data only recently compiled by the National Cancer Institute show that  
      thousands of people in twelve states east and north of the Nevada desert  
      where atomic bombs were tested were exposed to high doses of fallout from  
      those tests--and the government has yet to construct a permanent  
      repository for the nuclear wastes generated during the making of those  
      bombs. 
 
      The irony Misrach and Goin set before Americans was stark: Here stood the  
      United States, the only country in the world so strong it had never been  
      invaded by a foreign enemy. But, while protecting themselves, Americans  
      had in part invaded themselves. 
 
      Terry Evans, another photographer of stature to address the problem of  
      military sprawl, furthers our understanding of the ethical contradictions  
      Americans so unwittingly provoked in defending their shores. Her  
      accomplishment has been to create the first comprehensive photographic  
      portrait of a very different sort of half-century-old military landscape,  
      one that, though almost omnipresent in the center of the nation, is still  
      so little known that even its name--"GOCO"--is an oddity to most ears.  
      GOCO, a World War II invention, stands for Government-Owned,  
      Contractor-Operated, and GOCO sites are vast military factories. 
 
      They have their own special irony--because, though largely unmarked by  
      destruction, they constitute a series of hugely successful places that for  
      decades have been peacefully producing substances that can destroy other  
      places thousands of miles beyond the GOCO horizon. As catalysts of  
      violence, rather than its victims, GOCO sites have stories to tell, as  
      Evans demonstrates, that differ markedly from what is found in other  
      military landscapes.  
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            Bringing GOCO into Focus 
 
      The Joliet Army Arsenal, the particular GOCO landscape 40 miles southwest  
      of downtown Chicago that Terry Evans introduces us to, was once the  
      world's largest TNT factory, an enterprise so ferociously efficient that  
      at its peak it produced every week the explosive equivalent of 290 atomic  
      bombs similar to the one dropped on Hiroshima. The two industrial  
      installations at the Joliet Arsenal, the chemical works and a bomb  
      assembly plant, were part of the 1940 "first wave" of twenty-nine GOCO  
      plants (the total crested at seventy-seven three years later). The first  
      wave was an urgent response to the fall of Paris, overrun by Nazi troops  
      in June 1940--a defining moment when it became inescapably clear that the  
      United States, which had once longed never to fight in a world war, must,  
      for the world's sake, take the same leading part in the second of those  
      wars that it already had in the first.  
 
      The national array of GOCO factories, which once occupied about 1.5  
      million acres, has been casting off invisibility largely in retrospect. In  
      post-Cold War days, the military no longer needs most of them, and  
      pressing thought must suddenly be given to the future of vast tracts of  
      public land that, unlike the damaged arid lands of the West, are often  
      next door to great numbers of people. GOCO factories, like conventional  
      factories, need roads, railroads, and reliable water supplies, so most of  
      them are found within, or close to, metropolitan areas--especially now  
      that so many metropolitan areas, spreading across what was once  
      countryside, have engulfed areas that are 100 and 200 miles wide.  
 
      GOCO buildings, one story high, are somewhat larger than conventional  
      factories--for safety reasons GOCO assembly lines needed plenty of elbow  
      room. What sets GOCO factories apart from the rest of the industrial  
      landscape is that they themselves had to be set apart: For both safety and  
      security reasons, every 10 acres of buildings are surrounded by at least  
      60 to 100 acres of fenced-off buffer lands. The rusting Joliet factories,  
      for instance, were so enormous that they needed to be surrounded by more  
      than 19,000 acres of open lands--fields, pastures, prairie remnants,  
      woods, and streams--that the public hasn't seen for nearly 60 years. Even  
      the military itself has scarcely glanced at them. These are "brownfields"  
      with a huge, green difference: abandoned industrial sites that, like other  
      former factories, may or may not have toxic waste areas requiring cleanup  
      but which, unlike almost any other factories, invariably bring with them a  
      superabundance of unpolluted landscapes bursting with health.  
 
      GOCO sites are probably the country's largest "secret garden"--open land  
      that since 1940 no one has been able even to think about building on or  
      altering in any way. For strategic reasons that had a compelling logic in  
      1940, most GOCO factories were in the heartland of the United States,  
      beyond the reach of either the Luftwaffe or the Imperial Japanese Air  
      Force. The preferred locations were west of the Appalachians, east of the  
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      Rockies, and at least 200 miles from either Canada or Mexico. Because the  
      land needed for GOCO factories was within already settled areas, the  
      military had to buy it, rather than "withdraw" it from the government's  
      store of empty western spaces. And, as Terry Evans shows us, there it  
      still sits--a great assemblage of untouched, prewar farmland and wildland  
      that already belongs to all of us.  
 
      And that also, as it happens, is right where we need it--since it forms  
      the backyard of tens of millions of post-Cold War city dwellers and  
      suburbanites hungering for open space nearby. What is to be done with this  
      unexpected peace dividend? It is a question that, though it has not  
      emerged as a national issue, has recently been so intensively scrutinized  
      and debated by people in the Joliet area that national programs are likely  
      to copy their results. The Joliet Arsenal landscape, as this book  
      celebrates, is about to undergo an unlikely but astounding transformation.  
      A butterfly that once spent time as a caterpillar will return to being a  
      butterfly.  
 
 
            When GOCO Spelled Hope 
 
      Look closely, and you'll see that all of Terry Evans' photographs capture  
      two moments of destiny and shimmer with two sorts of hope and possibility.  
      People today are holding their breath to see what will happen next at  
      Joliet and on other GOCO lands the military is letting go of. But an  
      earlier generation once held its breath to see if setting up GOCO lands  
      could help the country stand up to Hitler's cruelty. Before the fall of  
      Paris, this country had a small peacetime army and only "enough powder,"  
      it was later said, "to supply our 1943 troops for one day."  
 
      Mobilizing for World War I had made it painfully clear to U.S. Army  
      planners that it was far easier to raise an army than to equip it--troops  
      can be conscripted and trained within months, but regearing factory  
      production to turn out enough guns and ammunition takes at least a year  
      and a half. The supply side of war, as Kimberly L. Kane, a GOCO historian,  
      points out, is a matter of "great complexity," compounded by its "enormous  
      scale." Riding to the rescue of Britain and France in 1917, the United  
      States was so ill equipped that it arrived, Kane has written, with "more  
      guns than gun carriages" and, humiliatingly, had to buy supplies from the  
      British and the French.2  
 
      The GOCO concept was devised by army planners in 1920 to make sure that  
      the United States would never be caught short again. But to some it seemed  
      a terrible gamble. Americans were tired of war. German and Japanese war  
      planners in the 1930s thought the United States had become fatally weak,  
      saddled by citizens who were, as Kane put it, "too competitive, disunited,  
      isolationist and materialistic to cooperate with each other and make the  
      sacrifices necessary." A second risk in GOCO planning was that it relied  
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      almost entirely on private industry moving into newly built, publicly  
      financed factories--and American businesses, in the 1930s, didn't make  
      armaments, except guns for hunters, farmers, ranchers, and policemen. The  
      army's assumption--a shrewd one, as it turned out--was that skill in mass  
      production was more important than expertise in mass destruction. A GOCO  
      worker quoted by Kane later said that assembling bombs and shells was very  
      much "like putting sugar in a bag, except you have to be more careful."  
 
      Time was the final unknown in the GOCO strategy: Once the country was  
      finally committed to rearming and had discovered that chewing gum makers,  
      soap manufacturers, cereal companies, and soft-drink bottlers could handle  
      the job, would it be given the required eighteen months to assemble what  
      was needed before the enemy opened fire? Construction crews went on  
      overtime and added extra shifts. As it turned out, almost exactly eighteen  
      months elapsed between the fall of Paris and Pearl Harbor--and the United  
      States was able to enter World War II with firepower to spare.  
 
      America fielded 8,290,000 troops during the war, and each platoon of  
      soldiers used as much ammunition as an entire division of Civil War  
      troops. During the course of the war, GOCO factories sent arms to  
      forty-three Allied countries. Dismantling this mighty military-industrial  
      machine and putting the genie back in the bottle has proved far more  
      problematic. The task of extracting new hope from the GOCO sites, thanks  
      to the fall of the Berlin Wall, is now in the hands of the grown children  
      of the men and women who fought in World War II. What the 1920 army  
      planners didn't foresee is that their GOCO factories might perform  
      remarkable services to America twice over--saving the lives of one  
      generation and now enriching lives that will blossom in a new century.  
 
 
            Answering an Old Question: How Can This Piece of Land Serve Us Best? 
 
      The "land-use question," as planners call it, is a human constant,  
      resounding down the centuries as successive waves of people, each with  
      their own needs and perceptions, roam the world. For white settlers, men  
      and women, many of them former New Englanders, who in the early nineteenth  
      century poured into the bountiful new state of Illinois--a state almost as  
      large as the whole hardscrabble, six-state region they had just left  
      behind--the land-use question had a clear, ringing answer. They saw the  
      prairie and its tall grasses and bright flowers and immediately had no  
      doubts that its highest and best use was to give way, making room for  
      productive farmland.  
 
      So the Joliet-area settlers sliced away the skin of the prairie from the  
      top of the land and began living off the body of the prairie underneath  
      it. That wasn't how they put it to themselves, of course, but the rich,  
      black dirt they had just uncovered, among the most luxuriant soil in the  
      world, was in fact prairie-formed, the afterlife of prairie plants, some  
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      of them centuries old, that had accumulated over thousands of years.  
 
      A hundred years later, GOCO planners in Washington, D.C., poring over maps  
      of the Midwest, saw things just as clearly--and completely differently:  
      The farming area near Joliet met all the criteria they had generated  
      during twenty years of study and was ideally suited for making high  
      explosives. They bought up 150 Joliet-area farms in July 1940 and within  
      fourteen months were turning out 50-pound blocks of TNT, a yellow crystal  
      that then got stuffed into bombs, artillery shells, and land mines. A half  
      century later, the land-use question for this same Joliet-area property  
      became the responsibility of the arsenal's neighbors, men and women from  
      the Chicago region who had come to realize that the big state they live in  
      is also part of an increasingly small planet.  
 
      They, too, have found a compelling vision for this place. They listened to  
      the land, walked it, consulted with it directly, experiencing for  
      themselves its vastness and solitude. Despite initial disagreements, they  
      unanimously decided that the best contemporary use for most of this land  
      was to put aside the important jobs formerly entrusted to it--feeding the  
      world and keeping it safe for democracy--so it could take up its own work  
      and once again be a prairie.  
 
      The idea began a quarter of a century ago, and very quietly, among a few  
      people, some of them at Openlands, a Chicago-area conservation and  
      recreation group that was then ten years old, who saw that a large green  
      oasis to the south could nourish an entire urban region. Scientific  
      documentation of the site began in 1982, when a group of naturalists at  
      the Illinois Department of Natural Resources recognized that nowhere else  
      in the state could grassland birds hope to find a haven of this size. And  
      in 1992, when the formal, twenty-four-member Joliet Arsenal Citizen  
      Planning Commission convened, members found that they could slowly build  
      trust among themselves by staying focused on the fact that if they didn't  
      work together something precious would slip away--and that if they did  
      they could accomplish something they would be proud of.  
 
      The Bible exhorts us to turn our swords into plowshares--but this new  
      project is even more of a stretch. One of the project managers calls it "a  
      once-in-eternity opportunity." Another refers to it as "turning bullets  
      into birds."  
 
 
            Healing Society 
 
      On March 10, 1997, a great swath of Joliet Arsenal land took on a new  
      name, becoming the Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie. On the same day it  
      got a new landlord, the United States Forest Service, which already had  
      specific instructions from Congress to create a federal ecological reserve  
      on the site and to begin rebuilding the prairie at once. "Midewin"--which  
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      is pronounced "Mid-day-win"--is a word that comes, with permission, from  
      the language of the Potawatomi, the American Indian nation that cared for  
      and cared about Chicago-area prairies until the 1830s, when they were  
      displaced by families of white settlers moving west, thesame families who  
      a century later would themselves be displaced by the GOCO planners. To the  
      Potawatomi, "Midewin" means "healing society," the process of mending,  
      soothing, and making whole again, until someone or something is as good as  
      new.  
 
      The Joliet Army Arsenal was so immense that every worthwhile public  
      purpose put forward during the planning process was, in the end,  
      accommodated--so that, as a result, 1,000 acres of former arsenal land  
      will be hallowed as the new Lincoln National Cemetery, a burial ground for  
      veterans and their families, bigger than the national cemetery in  
      Arlington, Virginia; two new industrial parks will be sited on 3,000  
      acres; and almost 500 acres have been set aside for a new Will County  
      landfill. And within Midewin itself, the 19,000 Joliet Arsenal acres that  
      have now been dedicated as a prairie park, the land is taking on so many  
      purposes to accomplish and promises to keep that the following,  
      astonishingly, is only a partial list.  
 
      As a natural area, Midewin will be America's first national prairie park,  
      the largest tallgrass prairie east of the Mississippi River, and a  
      national park whose underlying purpose is global--and where the needs of  
      the hosts, the resident plants and animals, are as sacrosanct as those of  
      human guests; a permanently protected piece of a keystone ecosystem in  
      North America, once the most abundantlandscape on the continent and now  
      one of the most fragmented and imperiled; and as such an inalienable home  
      for North American grassland birds--the shorter-grass-loving bobolinks,  
      upland sandpipers, harriers, and short-eared owls, and the  
      longer-grass-preferring meadowlarks and song sparrows that in the 1980s  
      all went into steeper and more widespread declines than either forest  
      birds or waterbirds.  
 
      In addition, Midewin will anchor an even bigger protected landscape, the  
      "Prairie Parklands Macrosite," 62.5 square miles of contiguous and  
      undeveloped public and corporate land--prairies, forests, and wetlands,  
      some reclaimed, others that have never been disturbed.3  
 
      As a recreational resource, Midewin will be the central oasis in the  
      Illinois & Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor, Illinois's  
      100-mile-long resurrection of the landscape that helped to create Chicago,  
      representing a nationally established partnership of historic local  
      communities that maintain the highest concentration of presettlement  
      landscapes in the state; it will offer visitors a type of wilderness  
      experience that until now seemed extinct: one that blends land and air,  
      solitude and immensity, lushness and the ruggedness of searing summer heat  
      and almost constant wind--that is to say, total immersion in a vast  
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      tallgrass prairie of the kind that disappeared from the Midwest a hundred  
      years ago and will now be within a day's drive of 100 million people.  
 
      When Midewin opens, 4 million people a year can walk and bike among  
      free-roaming herds of both bison and elk--the traditional large grazing  
      animals of eastern tallgrass prairies--which can be safely reintroduced at  
      Midewin because the army, to keep marauders out, years ago surrounded the  
      entire property with 37 miles of strong chain-link fence.  
 
      Since it takes at least a century to grow an inch of mature prairie soil,  
      Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie is probably best described as the  
      world's first twenty-second-century park. It will open its gates early in  
      the twenty-first century--for what will amount to a century of previews.  
 
 
            What's in a Name 
 
      For at least the last two generations in America, many newly coined real  
      estate names (such as "Green Meadows," "Orchard View," "Quail Run," or  
      "Prairie Acres") have shamefacedly pointed away from the future, telling  
      us what a piece of property may once have looked like--but no longer can.  
      Such names have carried with them a hidden,  
      nothing-you-can-do-about-it-now message, reinforcing the notion that all  
      changes to the land--those one embraces, those one loathes--are  
      irreversible.  
 
      Midewin proclaims the polar opposite--it asserts that local initiative can  
      reverse the seemingly irreversible. Making no distinction between the deep  
      past and the long-term future, it reconsecrates a landscape continuity  
      that's stronger than even generations of upheaval and forgetfulness.  
 
 
            History of a Once and Future Prairie 
 
      The two wrenching, no-appeals-allowed, nineteenth- and twentieth-century  
      changes Midewin has been put through--prairie to farmland, farmland to  
      bomb factory--have never been as final as they originally may have felt.  
      Memories of prairie days faded, but scraps of native prairie survived at  
      the edges of farms, and many grassland birds stayed on and adapted to the  
      hayfields and pastures that replaced the prairie. And large-scale farming  
      continued to be essential to military occupation of the land.  
 
      Midewin, even now, is still mostly immense tracts of open land--some  
      woodland but primarily cornfields, soy bean fields, and livestock  
      pastures, all of them threaded with streams that flow year-round. The core  
      of the property has decayed--the old chemical plants, the factories, and  
      the arsenal's most distinctive army-era feature, hundreds of oddly mounded  
      concrete-and-earth TNT storage bunkers, called igloos in military slang.  
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      Midewin's safety zone of rented-out farmland is intact and has saved  
      plants, birds, and people all at once. Midewin's greatest single tragedy,  
      a violent explosion at 2:45 one morning in 1942, cause still unknown,  
      would have been far worse without so much farmland. The blast killed more  
      than forty munitions workers at the plant who were loading land mines into  
      boxes, and it shattered shop and office windows in downtown Aurora, 30  
      miles to the northwest. (There were, thankfully, no fatalities beyond the  
      arsenal's boundaries.)  
 
      Perhaps landscapes have longer memories than we can credit; perhaps  
      ancient imprints are slower to fade. The discords and discontinuities at  
      Midewin go back only about 160 years, through perhaps seven generations.  
      But people's harmonious and mutually nourishing interactions with this  
      landscape are already a tradition that's at least two hundred generations  
      old.  
 
 
            The Lingering Prairie 
 
      A prairie, "North America's most characteristic landscape," as Walt  
      Whitman once called it, is the one principal building block of planetary  
      biodiversity whose continuing health has, throughout most of the recent  
      postglacial period, actively depended on continuing human interventions.  
      The Illinois tallgrass prairies in particular the spectacular grasslands  
      that in many places grow high enough to hide a herd of bison, can be  
      thought of not just as a natural phenomenon but as one of the principal  
      early accomplishments of human culture--and one that, like the Great Wall  
      of China, could actually be seen from outer space. If one looks at a map  
      of America's presettlement prairies, there's one immediately obvious  
      anomaly, a sort of big, bright green bump bursting out beyond the  
      northeast corner of what is otherwise largely an east-of-the-Rockies but  
      west-of-the-Mississippi landscape.  
 
      This bump is Illinois, the "Prairie State"--or the "prairie peninsula," as  
      biologists call it--meaning that it is an island of grass almost entirely  
      surrounded by forest. At the time Illinois became a state, in 1818, it  
      contained almost 9 million acres of tallgrass prairie--a stunning domain,  
      the pinnacle of prairies, a wild magnificence, a windswept, unshaded, and  
      humbling place that so far has been sadly undercut by the language it has  
      been packaged in. The word prairie--well, we're stuck with it, even though  
      it's really only a for-want-of-a-better-word; prairie is French for  
      "meadow"--a word that, to the French, conjures up something beautiful but  
      completely domesticated, exemplified by the all-green,  
      cool-weather-liking, short-grass landscapes of the Ile-de-France.  
 
      It's like calling a bison a shaggy cow. Louis Joliet and Father Jacques  
      Marquette, taking a shortcut home to Canada through Illinois after  
      discovering the Mississippi, were officially, in 1673, the first Europeans  
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      ever to see the grasslands at the center of the American continent, and,  
      as these men paddled by in their canoes--getting quite close to Midewin at  
      one point--prairie was the first word that flashed through their minds.  
      Illinois enchanted them--"an earthly paradise," they called it.  
 
 
            The Prairie Caretakers 
 
      Tallgrass prairie could as accurately be called tallflower prairie, since  
      its waves of green are also the rich setting for every other color in the  
      rainbow. (Three-fifths of tallgrass prairie plants are grasses, while the  
      other two-fifths are wildflowers.) This lush landscape originally had a  
      driving biological and meteorological basis: Eight thousand years ago, a  
      shifting climate of warmer, drier weather made it possible for grasses to  
      shift east out of their Great Plains stronghold and to invade what were  
      then four-thousand-year-old, postglacial Illinois forests. But three  
      thousand years later the climate changed again, getting cooler and wetter,  
      bringing, as it still does today, up to 43 inches of rain a year to  
      Illinois. This continuing, modern climate is a standing invitation for the  
      reencroachment of trees--which means that for five thousand years every  
      Illinois prairie has been a woodland-in-waiting.  
 
      But for the would-be woods in Illinois, waiting never ended, because  
      another force, stronger than climate, came into play. Grassland wilderness  
      lingered in the east, as a new kind of watchfulness extended over  
      Illinois. For the next five thousand years successive communities of  
      American Indians helped to hold the Illinois prairies in place by  
      faithfully setting them ablaze nearly every spring. Prairies cannot  
      survive without either grazing animals or periodic fires; these are the  
      pruning agents that help prairie grasses and flowers regenerate, while at  
      the same time holding at bay the trees that would otherwise crowd them  
      out. The fires set by the Indians were by no means the only force  
      sustaining Illinois prairies--wildfires played their large part; bison and  
      elk were essential grazers; and periodic droughts, which grasses could  
      tolerate, were lethal to saplings.  
 
      But these prairies need people the way gardens need bees; and we can now  
      recognize the actions of Illinois's Native Americans as one of humanity's  
      earliest and most durable partnerships with the planet. Their long  
      wakefulness helped to keep the land open and flowering. And Midewin's new  
      healers, when they bring back the great prairie grazers and relight the  
      prairie fires, will be reaffirming an interrupted tradition, rekindling an  
      ancient pact and alliance between people and place.  
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            Two Ways to Get Closer to Midewin 
 
      In Terry Evans' photographs of Midewin, we see human  
      traces--everywhere--but no human faces. The land itself, and two hundred  
      generations of people, are telling us a story of changes that have been  
      left behind and of a renewal that is about to begin. Ms. Evans has created  
      for us an intelligent and meticulous record of Midewin's present moment--a  
      hushed, between-breaths pause in the life of a historic landscape. The  
      military has moved on; the prairie healers are about to move in. At  
      Midewin we see a place that is poised, waiting, at its turning point,  
      about to flow back into the pattern it was diverted from but never quite  
      deserted.  
 
      There's a pressing national need for more Midewin-style processes around  
      the country. This book shows--just as the earlier American Indian prairie  
      caretakers demonstrated--that people can be every bit as persistent,  
      accommodating, prudent, and resourceful about keeping special places  
      special as they can about turning them into something unrecognizable.  
 
      A process that is based on fact, experience, trust, and leadership has an  
      excellent chance of success. When the right piece of land gets inside  
      people's hearts, big-heartedness and open-mindedness can help us to weigh  
      the choices before us and to see the true value in landscapes such as the  
      one Terry Evans so luminously sets before us in this book.  
 
 
            Footnotes 
 
1.     Recent post-Cold War base closings have diminished this domain; it now  
        totals close to 20 million acres, which is twice the size of the  
        tristate New York City metropolitan area and about as large as Austria.  
        It's also just over 1 percent of the "Lower 48."  
 
2.     Kane is the author of Historic Context for the World War II Ordnance  
        Department's Government-Owned Contractor-Operated (GOCO) Industrial  
        Facilities, 1939-1945, an official history of the GOCO sites, recently  
        published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which sets forth this and  
        many other accounts.  
 
3.     Beyond the "Prairie Parklands Macrosite," there's an even wider  
        archipelago of protected ecosystems, a sum made up from almost two dozen  
        additional publicly owned natural areas all of them within a 12-mile  
        radius from Midewin.  
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